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Abstract

In this paper we present a de�nition of `symbol' in cognitive science which is designed to

clear some obvious misunderstandings in discussions around \symbolic" vs. \sub-symbolic"

approaches. We discuss this de�nition in the light of three di�erent frames of reference (i.e.

three di�erent views, namely the intelligent agent's, an observer's, and a meta-observer's).

Then we show the implications of these views for cognitive science and arti�cial intelligence

(AI) and discuss whether the most conspicous \symbols" in cognition { words in a language

{ can ful�ll the ideals behind their de�nition.

1 Introduction

In cognitive science, many fundamental discussions have centered around the notion of

`symbol' and its role in cognitive modeling. Recently a dichotomy of paradigms, often

labeled `symbolic' vs. `subsymbolic,' has arisen, mainly due to the upsurge of connectionist

theory. In the subsequent philosophical exchange about the epistemological bases of both

paradigms, however, arguments sometimes seem to have lost sight of why and where the

notion `symbol' has entered cognitive science in the �rst place.

In this paper we �rst give an overview over the discussions around symbols and present

our own solutions to solving some obvious misunderstandings. In particular, we suggest

that in cognitive science it makes best sense to look at a `symbol' in its semiotic de�nition

of being a sign. In cognitive modeling { as we want to argue { we need only look at symbols

that obtain their so-called \referential link" from the intelligent agent to be modeled, i.e.

something that is a symbol with respect to that agent. In this de�nition, symbols are signs

and symbolic processing is behavior involving signs. The most important form of this is

language, meaning that cognitive science should primarily be interested in studying words

(or better: morphemes) when studying symbols.

An important aspect of symbols is their arbitrariness. In particular, there is no inherent

relationship between symbol and reference, and slight changes of the symbol's shape do not
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lead to slight changes of its reference. Going even further, arbitrariness entails that any

possible sign can stand for any possible reference (an aspect most prevalent in traditional

arti�cial intelligence). In the second part of this talk, we will discuss to what degree words

of a language can ful�ll this requirement of being arbitrary. It will turn out that they are

rather far away from being truly arbitrary signs, yet they still belong to the observations

closest to pure symbols which we can �nd in \everyday" human cognition.

2 The notion `symbol' in cognitive science and AI

The notion `symbol' has played an important role in recent discussions about di�erent

paradigms of cognitive science or arti�cial intelligence (AI), especially when it comes to

distinguish so-called \symbolic" from \non-symbolic" or \sub-symbolic" approaches. One

obvious reason for the importance of this notion was the formulation of the physical symbol

systems hypothesis (PSSH) by [15]. There, a de�nition of intelligence was inextricably

based on \physical symbols" and a system's ability to represent and manipulate them:

PSSH: A phsyical symbol system has the necessary and su�cient means for

exhibiting intelligence.

Alongside with that, the most prevalent programming languages in AI are those that

are said to be suitable for \symbol manipulation," such as LISP or Prolog. It is worth

taking a closer look at what `symbol' then means in an implementation of an AI system.

In all cases a symbol is a string of characters (itself represented by electrical states in the

computer) with the following properties (see also [8]):

� a symbol is discrete, i.e. neither at the level of electric states nor at its common

depiction as a string of characters is there a continuum between two symbols that

can systematically be exploited.

� a symbol is assumed to represent objects or states in the world (their referents).

� a symbol is arbitrary, i.e. there is no similarity relation de�ned between di�erent

symbols such that it would map to a similarity relation between the referents. Fur-

thermore, any given string can be used to represent any given object or state in the

world. In a LISP program, for instance, it does not matter whether one uses the

string `APPLE' or `X*0001' to represent the class of all apples. Only our familiarity

with the commonly used strings that resemble words leads us to believe that there

are non-arbitrary relations between symbol and referent (this phenomenon is refered

to as \hermeneutic hall of mirrors" by [7]).

� \atomic" symbols can be combined to more complex symbol structures by the process

of concatenation to represent complex relationshsips between di�erent objects and

states in the world.
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� symbols are processed by algorithms which depend merely on a symbols' shape.

For instance, an algorithm might contain a rule looking for the string `APPLE' in

a symbol structure. This will work only if the exact string `APPLE' is found and

causes no e�ect at the encounter of, say, `APLE' (sic!) or `PEAR'.

� all symbol structures must be systematically semantically interpretable. If a

symbol like `APPLE' is interpreted as representing the class of apples in one context

(in one symbol structure containing `APPLE') then it must be thus interpretable

in all contexts (in all symbol structures containing `APPLE'), and the same must

be true for any concatentaion of two symbols as representing a relationship between

objects or states in the world.

A famous criticism of AI based on this notion of `symbol' is the Chinese Room Analogy

([18, 19]), which will not be repeated here. A consequental notion has been put forward by

[8], called the \symbol grounding problem" by suggesting that processes working solely on

the shape of arbitrary symbols do not reect the way living beings deal with symbols, where

the main di�erence is a symbol system's lack of \grounding" in non-arbitrary, non-discrete

bodily experiences.

3 Sources for misunderstandings

The above de�nitions, taken by themselves, do not cause an epistemological problem on

the cognitive scientist's part when dealing with \symbolic" AI. A �rm assumption by those

who believe in the necessity and su�ciency of symbols as de�ned above for explaining or

simulating intelligence stands vis a vis some criticism (like that of Searle and Harnad)

which suggests a deep problem in the processing of symbols lacking grounding (or meaning

for the system itself).

Matters become more subtle when notions like `sub-symbolic' or `non-symbolic' enter

the discussions, most prominently when connectionist models are proposed. The question

that arises is \What is the main di�erence between a `symbolic' and a `sub-symbolic'

approach, and what does connectionism (or other paradigm) have to say about the necessity

(or su�ciency) of symbols?" In recent literature there seems to be some deep confusions

as to what the answer to this question should be. [20], for instance, in his seminal paper

trying to clear exactly this matter, speaks about a sub-symbolic systems as follows

In the symbolic paradigm, the context of a symbol is manifest around it

and consists of other symbols; in the subsymbolic paradigm, the context of a

symbol is manifest inside it and consists of subsymbols. ([20], pp. 17)

He refers to the fact that connectionist activation states are not arbitrary and discrete

in that they form a continuum with systematic relations between di�erent, neighboring

or distant, states. Nevertheless, he speaks of `symbols'. Some time earlier, [9], who was

one of the �rst to coin the term `sub-symbolic', uses a similar diction when speaking of
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active symbols in a sub-symbolic state space (in one of his many analogies, he likens this to

teams of ants forming in an army of millions of single ants) { see also [11]. This suggests a

picture where an intelligent system still consists of symbols, but in which they arise from

concerted actions at a lower layer of non-symbolic elements. But are these \symbols" still

arbitrary or discrete, or do they represent?

Along a di�erent vein we �nd connectionist work like that by [21]. In their \connec-

tionist production system" arbitrary, discrete tokens (usually represented as strings, as

explained above) are represented by connectionist activation states. Thus, even though

the resulting network would be capable of implementing continuous state spaces like in

[20], the only states that are meaningful are the discrete states that represent the dis-

crete tokens. Since the tokens are assumed to be arbitrary, the representing connectionist

states are also. For this the authors even must introduce a certain mechanism to avoid the

non-arbitrary (i.e. similarity-based) connectionist processes (in particular, they carefully

design weights and threshold such that overlaps between representations do not have an

e�ect on their processing). One of the reasons behind devising such models obviously is to

show to the \symbolic" community the capabilities of connectionist models to exhibit the

same processes as symbol systems. Is, then, a sub-symbolic approach merely an alternative

implementation of a symbols system? Or, better still, should it be?

The most radical view { often overheard in discussions about di�erent AI paradigms

{ denying di�erences between \symbolic" and \sub-symbolic" approaches with respect to

the notion of `symbol' is the observation that any neural network can be implemented on a

Turing machine, and since Turing machines are the most general symbol processors, they

are by de�nition symbolic. Are we back to the PSSH, recognizing that neural networks in

fact do ful�ll its premises?

4 Our approach

In this paper, we want to suggest a view and a de�nition of `symbol' that makes clear some

essential di�erences between the two paradigms of AI. We do this not to contribute to a

terminological war, but to make visible some essential aspects and to de�ne the basis for

our own approach of thinking about AI.

Before giving a de�nition for `symbol' we take a brief look at how we humans are usually

attributed to being \symbol processors." This sheds some light as to why and how the

notion `symbol' has entered discussions in AI and cognitive science to begin with. In other

words, why should cognitive scientists be interested in symbols? Obviously there are two

main aspects about human cognition that could be the reason for such an interest. First,

when thinking or acting humans think or act in categories or concepts. In other words,

compared to the richness of sensory stimuli our cognition is largely based on conceptions

on a high level of abstraction or reduction (meaning that a large number of di�erent stimuli

are treated the same in a certain situation). For example, we usually do not react to all

kinds of instances, views, and shades of apples di�erently, but we usually see them all

as the category apple and base our (re-)actions on that category, such as grabbing and
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eating one. This does not mean that we are not able to see the di�erences in di�erent

situations. To the contrary, we do have representations that reect those di�erences ([7]

calls them iconic). But in high-level cognition, especially in language, the reduced and

abstract category plays an important role. This is one thing that is often refered to as

`symbolic thinking (or acting)'.

Secondly, humans are able to take arbitrary signs and manipulate them no matter what

they mean. [10], for the sake of discussion such abilites, lists the following example

Consider the phrase \love ever keeps trying." Proceeding from left to right,

mentally [without looking at the phrase anymore] extract the second letter from

each word, and concatenate these letters in sequence. If the resulting string

forms an English word, make a note of it ([10], p. 580).

Mathematics is another example, where (some) humans are able to manipulate `x's

and `y's without any knowledge of what they refer to, merely based on their shape and

their concatenations in formulas. This bears a large resemblance to the manipulation of

arbitrary symbols in AI and is thus often also called `symbol processing' (such as in [10]).

The di�erence between these two observations, as we want to argue, is essential and

leads us to a de�nition where we distinguish between two entities: Concepts on one hand,

and Symbols on the other.

� A concept is a categorical mental state that is formed based on an adaptive catego-

rization process working on invariances in stimuli and situations.

� A symbol is a label or sign used by an intelligent agent to refer to one of its concepts.

Thus we introduce `symbol' largely as it is de�ned in semiotics (as opposed to icons

and indices, e.g. in [17, 5]). From there it inherits three important properties:

� A symbol as a sign is discrete (i.e. there is no continuum of symbols when they are

actually used as signs)

� A symbol as a sign refers to an object or state in the world (i.e. at least one

intelligent being uses the sign to stand for an object or state).

� A symbol as a sign is arbitrary (i.e. there is no inherent relationship between the

symbols and the referents, any symbol can be made to stand for any object or state

in the world).

Note that this laregly coincides with three of the properties of `symbols' in AI, when

one replaces `represent' by `refers to'.

The confusions cited above come from using the word `symbol' for both symbol in our

de�nition and concept, without recognizing their di�erence. This di�erence can be made

most visible when evaluating the three above properties in the example of the concept

apple (i.e. the categorical mental state one activates when cognizing about an apple) and

the word (symbol, sign) `apple':
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� Arbitrariness:

The word `apple' is (to a certain degree, see later) arbitrary in that we could use

`pomme' or `Apfel' or `karakura' instead to refer to the category of all apples (we just

need to learn it this way).

The concept apple is not arbitrary, since this mental state is inextricably tied to our

other mental states, most prominently to our bodily experiences with apples. We do

not possess the power to choose a di�erent mental state to ful�l the same role (other

than by applying a label again).

� Reference:

The word `apple' refers to the category of apples by virtue of at least one human to

act accordingly.

The concept apple does not refer to anything, it is only causally tied to stimuli or

situations. It would take an external observer to identify this causal relationship

between states in the world and mental states and thus to identify `reference.' For

the intelligent agent itself that state is the object, not a reference to it (see also later).

� Discreteness:

The word `apple' is discrete in that in its immediate (e.g. acoustic) neighborhood

their is no other meaningful word (such as `apple' uttered with a higher tone or with

an `a' that is half-way between [a] and [e]. This is di�erent for di�erent languages,

but always applies in this or a similar way within a language).

The concept apple is somewhat discrete, but { especially as many connectionists

suggest { non-discrete aspects play a role (e.g. in that we recognize apples with some

resemblance to pears or the like).

In summary we see that, except for discreteness, the two entities do not share the same

properties. What we have called a `symbol' (the label or word) is most similar to what is

called `symbol' in semiotics, while what we call `concept' is not.

5 Three views of the same thing

Before we discuss the implications of these de�nitions on AI and the discussions around

di�erent paradigms, we need to make things a little clearer. By de�ning `symbol' and

`concept' like above there is still a large source for misunderstandings, mainly because it

depends on the view or frame of reference ([1]) one is applying when describing cognition

in the way we intend to. We highlight three views using �gures depicting the world (with

its physical states) and the intelligent agent (�gure 1).

The �rst frame of reference is the agent's own. There are certain physical states in the

world identi�able as objects (including the agent's own mental states), and other physical

states identi�able as signs. A symbol is a sign with the above three properties and, for

the agent, refers to the object. There is no intermediate concept in this view, since for the

agent the concept is identical with the real object (it is its conception as being real).
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Figure 1: Three views (frames of reference) of symbols and concepts

The second frame of reference is that of an observer who objectively can take a look

inside the agent's mental states. In AI this would usually be the designer of an arti�cial

system. In this view, there are physical states which for the agent are recognizable as

objects and others which for the agent are recognizable as signs. Recognition comes from

categorizing stimuli (or, more generally, situations including prior mental states) via sen-

sors (or via internal pathways). This is true for both categorizing objects or states into

concepts and categorizing other physical objects into signs. We see that, when speaking

about `symbols' we have to distinguish between the actual physical object { the external

embodiment { and the categorical mental state from recognizing that object as a separate

entity (in the same way we recognize objects that are not signs). Neither of the two alone

are symbols { external embodiments are physical states like any other phsyical state, while

the resulting categorical mental states have the same properties as concepts. Thus, in order

to introduce a symbol it takes both entities plus mental links { referential links { forming

the connection between the sign and the refered concept. From this we can conclude that

reference is given as a link between the categorical mental state of the sign and one of the

concepts. To identify this link we (as the observer) need to take the intelligent agent into
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account. Thus reference cannot be de�ned without including the agent who implements

the link. As a result, signs bear no relation to objects, other than through the intermedi-

ate categorization and linking by an agent. This roughly corresponds to the well-known

triangle of meaning ([16]), the only di�erence being the introduction of a fourth interme-

diate element (the categorical mental state from recognizing the external embodiment as

an object).

The third frame of reference could be called a \meta-observer's". In this view we

recognize that the previous view was distorted through the fact that the observer itself

brings in its own coception of the world when depicting the situation. In other words,

in order to draw a line between `object' and `concept' on one side, and between `external

embodiment' and its categorical mental state on the other, it takes the observer to identify

the object and the external embodiment. For an AI designer this would imply the explicit

design of concepts such that they correspond to his or her own concepts. This, however, is a

too restrictive view. The new view suggests that both concepts and the recognition of signs

are subjective with respect to an agent and thus dependent on its experiences and previous

history. A connection between the external and internal parts of the \triangle" can only be

drawn if the agent's concepts coincide enough with the observer's, otherwise they cannot.

Of course this reects the situation between any two humans in our physical environment.

Each individual is left to themselves to categorize and form concepts and learn to use

signs. It is only through a su�cient overlap in the reactions to concepts and the use of

signs that di�erent individuals can interact or communicate with each other. This overlap,

of course, is increased through adaptive learning during interaction and communication,

but can never reach the theoretical maximum of the concepts of both individuals being

identical. This view largely corresponds to the suggestions of constructivism ([14], [6]).

6 Consequences for cognitive science and AI

We claim that our de�nition, together with the three frames of reference, clears up the

matters and confusions around \symbolic" and \sub-symbolic" AI. First of all, we see that

the primary interest of cognitive science and AI should be in explaining the formation of

concepts and the actions based thereon (compare [12, 13]. Only when it comes to the

use of signs (and { as will be discussed a little further below { this is mainly the case

when it comes to language) we need be interested in symbols. Now we have seen that

only `symbols' in our diction share the main properties that are prevalent in classical AI {

mainly discreteness, arbitrariness, and reference (representation) { while concepts do not.

In particular, we see that

� discreteness of symbols can be found in the fact that categorization of external em-

bodiments leads to largely distinct mental states.

� arbitrariness of symbols can be found in the nature of referential links which permit

similarity-insensitive connections.
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� reference comes about through the active formation of referential links by the agent,

independent of any observer or designer.

while all this (with the exception of some discreteness) cannot be observed for concepts.

In classical AI the nature of our own signs when speaking about our concepts has been

taken and projected onto the internal nature of concepts { an inuential but wrong (or at

least unsubstantiated) move according to this view. Furthermore (and this is how Searle's

critique can be seen in this view) the referential links of classical AI symbols cannot be found

in the AI system itself but rather in the designer's mind (he or she is the one assigning

meaning to the symbol). Thus classical AI systems are based on \implanted" external

embodiments (or representations of the resulting categorical states, since the categorization

step is bypassed) which cannot be called symbols with respect to those systems { a rather

paradoxical but enlightening result. Similar things happen in many connectionist models,

especially in those like [21] that reimplement the classical picture.

The alternative approach which is suggested by our view is a paradigm which tries

to account for the third frame of reference above: It should provide for means of model-

ing categorization (concept formation) based on rich stimuli leading to reduced but not

necessarily fully discrete states, and for means of forming referential links which support

the arbitrariness observed in symbols as signs. It should model this process without any

further reliance on the model's designer, but solely based on the system's own experi-

ences and adaptivity. A radical version of connectionism (e.g. [2], which is not the most

radical conceivable version since it presupposes the design of components like concept for-

mation and referential links) is one candidate for the basis of such a modeling paradigm.

It could be called `sub-conceptual' in that its buidling blocks are below the level of con-

cepts which emerge from concerted actions of such building blocks. It could also be called

`non-symbolic' since the building blocks are not arbitrary tokens (external embodiments)

as in classical AI. The term `sub-symbolic' is too misleading in this view and is therefore

not used here.

Symbol grounding in this approach becomes primarily concept grounding (i.e. the mod-

eling of the formation of concepts grounded in experience). Since \symbols" have been

ident�ed as consisting of the external embodiment, its categorical mental state and the ref-

erential link to a concept, they will not exist but grounded through the concepts' grounding

(for examples of symbol grounding in this approach see [3, 4]).

One might ask of how combination of atomic elements (in AI through concatenation)

is or should still be possible. We see that only external embodiments can be concatenated.

Mental states like concepts must recombine taking their intricate relationships to other

mental states into account. Of course, a radical connectionist (or other) approach must

account for complex conceptual structures, but it will not be as systematic as combining

external symbol tokens. Exactly how this could be realized is certainly still an open

question. The question of systematic semantic interpretability no longer has to be asked,

since symbols in this view no longer exist without the interpretation through an individual.
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7 Can we preserve the ideals of AI symbols?

As we have seen in the above example of apple vs. `apple', language is the most conspicuous

place of where we can �nd what we have identi�ed as symbols in cognition (arbitrary signs).

Thus, in everyday cognition, words (or better still: morphemes) are symbols. The �nal

question is whether these symbols still correspond to an AI or even semiotic ideal. In other

words, do the three main properties still hold up? The answer is, only to a certain limited

extent.

� Discreteness:

In general it is true that there is no meaningful continuum between words (mor-

phemes), but several aspects of language, such as prosody, do have analog character.

� Arbitrariness:

Words (morphemes) are far from being fully arbitrary. If they were, any string or

acoustic signal could stand for anything, and there would be no similarity between

word and meaning. However, words must be pronouncable, usually follow certain

additional articulatory constraints, and are limited in length. They cannot stand for

any arbitrary mental state but only states that are a clear result from categorization.

And onomatopoetics (the sound similarities in words like `splash' and `spray') shows

that words can sometimes even express subcategories or share features with what

they stand for (iconic prperties of words).

� Reference:

Words do not always refer, some never do. Examples are grammatical words and

language utterances as social action.

From all this we can conclude that words (morphemes) of a language are relatively bad

examples of symbols, at least when these three properties are as highly valued as they

were in classical AI. Other domains would be the performance of symbolic mathematics or

logic, where these ideals are met a little better. However, these are exceptional cases not

usually occuring in \every-day" cognition, and not even there symbols are as perfect as AI

suggested.

In conclusion we can say that cognitive science and AI should primarily be interested in

modeling conceptualization and cognition based on concepts. These concepts are somewhat

discrete mental states but not arbitrary and do not refer. The closest thing to \symbols"

in general cognition are words (morphemes) of a language, even though they do not meet

an ideal de�nition of `symbol'. They should therefore be modeled as such.
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